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Help is out there for Calgarians ﬁghting the battle of the bulge

F
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For 40-year-old Calgarian James Bremner, losing
weight meant going back to the school — or at the
very least, undergoing a re-education of sorts.
The engineer, who dropped 70 pounds in eight
months, says his secret to shedding the extra baggage
was learning that he needed to take ownership of
making the necessary lifestyle changes — they
wouldn’t happen on their own.
“Basically, it’s all about education,” says Bremner,
“The professionals have been educating me about
proper nutrition — how to read labels and recognize
portion sizes. How to make lifestyle changes.”
> What is it?
In this case, those professionals come by way of the
Calgary Weight Management Centre, a patient-focused
weight loss and weight management facilitator that
provides comprehensive, healthy and realistic weight

loss and maintenance programs.
Participants are equipped with their own personal team
of professionals, which include a doctor, a dietitian and an
exercise specialist. Bremner says his team of specialists
helped him understand why it’s important not to skip
meals, to plan his meals and to get moving.
Since joining last July, he made a physical commitment,
and rides his bike to and from work every day as well as on
weekends.
Bremner is not alone in fighting the battle of the
bulge. According to a Heart and Stroke Foundation
study released earlier this spring, two-thirds of
Canadians reported difficulty in shedding five or more
pounds over the past five years.
James Bremner, 40, credits lifestyle changes — such as riding his
bike every day — to losing 70 pounds in eight months.
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